Oncolytic viral therapy for cervical and ovarian cancer cells by Sindbis virus AR339 strain.
Recently, the application of replication-competent viruses has been studied as anticancer agents. Sindbis virus (SIN) is an RNA virus that belongs to the Alphavirus genus in the Togaviridae virus family. The AR339 strain of SIN has not been reported to induce any serious disease to humans. In this study, we evaluated the feasibility of the replication-competent SIN AR339 strain as an agent for cervical and ovarian cancer therapy. SIN infection was able to induce cytopathic effects and apoptosis in two cervical cancer cells (HeLaS3 and C33A) and three ovarian cancer cells (HOC-1, HAC-2, and OMC-3) but not in normal human keratinocytes in vitro. The analysis of cell viability, virus protein synthesis, and viral growth showed the cancer-specific cytotoxicity and virus growth of SIN. In nude mice, i.t. and i.v. inoculation of SIN resulted in significant regression of established cervical tumors implanted at their backs. Histologic studies revealed that systemic treatment with the single injection of SIN induces necrosis within tumors at a remote site. In the metastasis model of ovarian cancer, suppression of ascites formation was observed in nude mice with i.p. SIN treatment. By using an in vivo green fluorescent protein imaging system, we also showed that systemic treatment with SIN targeted tumors specifically. Our study suggested that SIN AR339 strain has a possibility as a novel agent for human cervical and ovarian cancer therapy.